Third Floor: The Sky’s the Limit

Patents Pending
Is there a future Thomas Edison among us? Patents Pending is just the place for you. Patents Pending is designed to let you invent and prototype to your heart’s content. Some stations, such as Drop Zone, Air Towers or Quake Proof offer specific challenges, while large-scale testing stations encourage the fun and rewards of invention through trial and error.

Young at Art
Young at Art is a whimsical, immersive environment where your imagination comes alive. Visitors can create with media like oil pastels and fluorescent paints. A playful watercolor drying machine and puzzle maker can be used in the finishing process. Come discover your inner Picasso. The best way to learn about art is by creating it yourself.

Solve It!
Sharpen up that brain, and visit Solve It! You’ll watch a brief video that outlines the specific scenario you’re in and what mystery you must solve. You’ll then search for clues, explore hidden chambers, examine skeletal remains, analyze DNA, and much more. Would you make a good Sherlock Holmes? Come visit Solve It! and find out.